Hey, ambitious girl! Are you ready to change the world? **Yes, you are!**

Just by being yourself, you are exactly what you need to be. What are your hopes? What are your dreams? Who do you want to become?

As Ambitious Girl says:

*No “too that” or “too this” will stop what’s inside us from flowering.*

Inside this kit there are activities to remind ambitious girls everywhere just how strong, brave, and awesome they are. Need more ideas?

⭐ Write a letter to an ambitious girl you know. Whether a neighbor down the street, your favorite teacher, or your friend who lives on the other side of the world, remind them how much they inspire you.

⭐ Dig into history books and read about all the ambitious women who came before us. There are tons of scientists, lawyers, athletes, artists—everything! Research a topic you love, and see who you can discover more about.

⭐ Give yourself a daily affirmation! There are plenty of places to start in the book: “I am strong!” “I am ambitious!” Just repeating these positive words is a great way to start the day.

---

**I am strong**

**I am ambitious**
What makes you, you? What words would you use to describe yourself, and how do those qualities help you reach your goals? Pick four adjectives and place them on the steps below. Add a sentence about what each word means to you.
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What do you want to be when you grow up? What do you hope happens in the future? Your hopes and dreams might change from day to day, and that’s great—you can be anything you want to be! Write a dream on the line below, decorate the frame, and hang it somewhere you can always see it and remind yourself of all the wonderful possibilities.
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